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Successful OSS Projects
Meeting users' needs effectively
Openness – Communication and 
Networking
Transparency – Sharing process 
knowledge as well as outputs
Intellectual Accessibility
Sustainable developer community
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The Role of Web-based Communities
• Accessibility offered by the web has been a 
key factor in OSS success, also cheap 
laptops and budget airfares!
• Web-based OSS SEEs such as SourceForge 
offer project hosting and a basis for 
community building.
• Other OSS projects are clustered around 
major Linux distributions, Desktop 
distributions.
• Wider distribution results in more users 
and potentially larger development 
communities.
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OSS is Community based Development
• These are truly web-based 
communities.
• Software development projects 
require collaborative working; SD 
is a paradigm case of CSCW.
• OSS projects similarly offer 
exemplars of CSCW applied to SE.
• OSS projects must actively 
address community development!
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Case Study OLPC
• “an education project” with a 
social context bringing together 
educationalists, software 
engineers, hardware engineers in 
one large community – reflected in 
the OLPC web presence .
• OLPC is based on “learning by 
making/doing” and its software 
base is OSS.
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Linking our CS students into OSS
• Using OSS in teaching CS e.g. 
Linux in OS module
• Student studies of OSS projects in 
SE module
• Student projects use OSS and 
contribute to OSS projects.
• Development of support for 
students to contribute to OLPC – 
CODEX project.
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CODEX
• Supporting collaborative development 
for the XO laptop.
• UROS project in Summer 2008
• Student researcher embedded in CROSS.
• CODEX LiveCD has been produced with 
wiki based tutorial support but major 
outcome has been confidence gained by 
student through interaction with wider 
OSS community and their encouragement 
and help.
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On-going Developments
• Current student projects 
developing “serious games” for 
the XO.
• Exploring a new forge with our 2nd 
year student group projects – 
github which has been described 
as FaceBook meets SourceForge!
• Further research on OSS 
communities and their 
development.
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Take Home Message
• OSS projects need to plan to build both a 
user community and a developer 
community to ensure their long term 
sustainability.
• OSS projects can learn from web-based 
communities, especially social networking!
• Encouraging students as researchers and 
producers rather than consumers has 
benefits for both the student and the 
wider academic community as well as 
society at large.
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